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The task

• The first criterion that ANZMUSC has defined for clinical trials to be 
ANZMUSC endorsed is:

1. Must satisfy an ANZMUSC research priority (reflecting important 
disease burden and an important evidence- or evidence-practice gap)

• This reflects the desire for ANZMUSC to address the ‘big’ questions.

• But what constitutes a research question that is ‘important enough’ 
for ANZMUSC to endorse it?



Assemble the attribute framework 

Literature review Delphi survey

To identify what 
stakeholders in 
MSK research 
consider to be 
important 
attributes of a 
high priority 
research question

Research question 
ranking exercise

To help illustrate 
the variation of 
priorities and to 
form a focus for 
workshop 
discussion

Consensus 
workshop

To agree on a 
manageable set 
of criteria

Create a reliable and valid scoring system

Weighting survey

A discrete 
choice 
experiment to 
assign 
meaningful 
numeric scores 
to each criteria

Threshold 
evaluation

To identify a 
scoring threshold 
that best 
corresponds to 
stakeholder 
opinion what is 
high and low 
priority

Reliability 
exercise

To verify the 
reliability by 
applying the 
framework to a 
selection of 
potential 
research 
questions

Generation of 
research 
questions

A scored and 
ranked list of 
questions, 
generated by 
document 
review, field 
survey and 
proposals

To identify the 
range of potential 
criteria suggested 
by others



How it might work

Generation of 
research questions

• Literature 
review 

• Membership 
survey

• New proposal 
submissions

• Workshops

Application of the 
RQIT

A scored and 
ranked list of 
research 
questions and 
proposals in 
order of 
importance

ANZMUSC  
clinical trial 
work-plan 

A plan of which 
trials to further 
develop and 
implement, 
considering funding 
and feasibility and 
well as importance



ANZMUSC-RQIT version 1.0 

Stakeholders
• Neither consumers nor health decision makers

• Health decision makers but not consumers

• Consumers but not health decision makers

• Both consumers and health decision makers

Implementability
• Neither scaleable nor acceptable

• Acceptable but not scalable

• Scaleable but not acceptable

• Both scaleable and acceptable

Patient burden
• Mild

• Moderate

• Significant (eg mortality risk)

Social burden
• Rare (<0.1%)

• Somewhat common (0.1 to 1%)

• Common (1 to 10%)

• Highly prevalent (>10%)

Intervention effect
• Symptomatic only (small effect size)

• Symptomatic only (at least moderate effect size)

• Symptomatic and disease-modifying

• Cure

Equity
• Not discussed

• Discussed but not relevant

• Some relevance

• Main focus



Inter-rater reliability studies

• First study involved 32 ANZMUSC members evaluating 14 ‘made-up’ 
research questions with accompanying information as might be found in 
the justification section of a real proposal document. Some wording 
changes in the framework were made as a result of this.

• Second study involved 16 actual trial proposals submitted for endorsement 
to ANZMUSC that were evaluated by EC or SAC committee members (2 
evaluators for each proposal). The inter-rater reliability for individual raters 
confirmed to be poor.

• A ‘how-to’ Handbook created to (hopefully) improve the reliability of using 
the  Research Question Importance (RQI) tool. Some further wording 
changes made.

• During EC review of the Handbook, several issues raised about the validity 
of the tool by some EC members



Two reliability studies (ICC, 95% CI)

Attribute Made-up research questions with limited 
bakground information rated by multiple 

ANZMUSC members

Actual proposals submitted for 
endorsement each rated by 2 people from 

ANZMUSC EC or SAC 

For single rater For committee of 5 
raters

For single rater For average of 2 
raters

Stakeholders 0.4 (0.24, 0.64) 0.82 0.30 (-0.23, 0.69) 0.46 (-0.60, 0.81)

Patient burden 0.42 (0.26, 0.66) 0.77 Not estimated* Not estimated

Society burden 0.67 (0.51, 0.84) 0.93 0.15 (-0.11, 0.50) 0.27 (-0.26, 0.67)

Intervention effect 0.32 (0.18, 0.56) 0.73 0.27 (-0.30, 0.68) 0.43 (-0.85, 0.81)

Implementability 0.14 (0.06, 0.32) 0.50 0.28 (-0.18. 0.66) 0.44 (-0.43, 0.80)

Equity 0.41 (0.26, 0.65) 0.79 0.43(-0.06, 0.75) 0.60 (-0.14, 0.86)

* Negative correlation between raters violated assumptions of scale analysis



Lack of agreement on whether the question is 
important enough to merit ANZMUSC 
endorsement

Rater 1

Yes No

Rater 2
Yes 8 2 10

No 3 1 4

11 3 14*

* 2 missing responses

• Kappa 0.05 (p=0.84)
• Percentage agreement 9/14 = 0.64

In the 2nd reliability exercise (real proposals) raters were asked (Yes or No) whether they thought the research 
question was important enough for the proposal to be endorsed by ANZMUSC (all else being equal).



ANZMUSC-RQIT version 1.1 

Stakeholders
• Neither consumers nor health decision makers

• Health decision makers but not consumers

• Consumers but not health decision makers

• Both consumers and health decision makers

Implementability
• Neither accessible nor acceptable

• Acceptable but not accessible

• Accessible but not acceptable

• Both accessible and acceptable

Patient burden
• Mild

• Moderate

• Significant (eg mortality risk)

Social burden
• Rare (<0.1%)

• Somewhat common (0.1 to 1%)

• Common (1 to 10%)

• Highly prevalent (>10%)

Intervention effect
• Symptomatic only

• Symptomatic and disease-modifying

• Cure

Equity
• Not discussed

• Discussed but not relevant

• Some relevance

• Main focus



Validity study - rationale

• Importance of a clinical trial plausibly ought to be associated with the 
impact factor of the journal in which it was published, or with the 
number of times the trial has been cited.

• If the individual dimension of the RQIT is significantly associated with 
journal impact factor or with citation count, then that would support 
the idea of validity for that dimension.

• If an established indictator of trial quality (Cochrane Risk of Bias tool) 
associated with journal impact factor to a similar extent as RQI, then 
validity is also supported.



Validity study - methods

• The list of journals (n=37) chosen by Bourne et al (2014) for the 
scoping review of MSK trials were ranked by Impact Factor; the top 5 
journals and bottom 5 journals were selected.

• MSK clinical trials published in these 10 journals over a 5 year period 
(2014 through 2018) were identified and within each group (top 5, 
bottom 5), articles were ordered by publication date. The earliest 
published 100 articles from each group selected for analysis.

• Each article was rated using the Cochrane RoB2.0 tool and the 
ANZMUSC RQI 1.1 tool.

• Univariate and multivariate analysis to examine associations.

Bourne et al. The scope, funding and publication of musculoskeletal clinical trials published in Australia. Med J Aust 2014;200(2):88-91



Validity study - results

• The journals were 
• High Impact Group: NEJM, Lancet, JAMA, BMJ, Ann Intern Med

• Low Impact Group: BMC Musculoskeletal Disorders, J Bone Min Metabol, Eur
Spine J, Arch Phys Med Rehabil, Clin Rehabil

• Most RoB2.0 dimensions associated with journal impact group, 
especially overall RoB (Phi 0.41, p<0.001)

• More complex association between RQIT dimensions and journal 
impact group...

• Similar findings using citation counts of individual articles



Phi 0.27
p<0.001

Phi 0.08
p=0.45

Phi 0.22
p<0.002

Phi 0.28
p<0.001

Phi 0.26
p<0.001

Phi 0.41
p<0.001



Phi 0.16
p=0.09

Phi 0.29
p<0.001

Phi 0.29
p=0.005

Phi 0.41
p<0.001

Phi 0.27
P<0.001

Phi 0.16
p=0.18



Box-plots showing the distribution of citation counts (log-scale) by RQIT dimension, associated ANOVA

   
F 0.83 df 2, p=0.44 F 17.83 df 2, p<0.001 F 3.09 df 3, p=0.03 

   
F 33.20 df 2, p<0.001 F 2.81 df 3, p=0.04 F 0.51 df 3, p=0.67 

 



Dimension

Validity Reliability

Journal Impact Citation count

“Average of 
committee” 

ratings in made-
up questions

Average of 2
ratings in real 

research 
proposals

Stakeholders NS NS 0.82 0.46

Patient burden Yes Yes 0.77 ?

Social burden Reversed Reversed 0.93 0.27

Intervention 
effectiveness *

Yes Yes 0.73 0.43

Implementability Reversed Reversed 0.50 0.44

Equity NS NS 0.60 0.60

* Only dimension to be independently associated with journal impact group or citation count 
in multivariate analysis

Summary of findings  



Conclusions

• 2 attributes (intervention effectiveness and patient burden) 
associated with journal impact factor and citation count and probably 
can be rated reliably if average of ratings used

• 2 attributes (stakeholder involvement and equity) not significantly 
associated with journal impact factor and citation count but have high 
face validity and findings may be due to distribution of categories

• 1 attribute (social burden) showed reversed association with journal 
impact factor and citation count but can be reliably rated

• 1 attribute (implementability) showed reversed association with 
journal impact factor and citation count and cannot be reliably rated



Discussion

• Poor agreement about research question importance supports the need for 
a standardised multi-attribute tool

• Limitations of studies
• Proposal:

• Removal of ‘implementability’ attribute
• Is another reliability study required? 
• Proceed with weighting exercise of remaining 5 attributes (~34 discrete choice tasks)

• ?Should a prioritisation tool also be developed that includes other relevant 
attributes that contribute to endorsement or work-plan decisions (eg):
• Feasibility, project team
• That study design can answer the question, project quality
• Funding status 



ANZMUSC-RQIT version 1.1 

Stakeholders
• Neither consumers nor health decision makers

• Health decision makers but not consumers

• Consumers but not health decision makers

• Both consumers and health decision makers

Implementability
• Neither accessible nor acceptable

• Acceptable but not accessible

• Accessible but not acceptable

• Both accessible and acceptable

Patient burden
• Mild

• Moderate

• Significant (eg mortality risk)

Social burden
• Rare (<0.1%)

• Somewhat common (0.1 to 1%)

• Common (1 to 10%)

• Highly prevalent (>10%)

Intervention effect
• Symptomatic only

• Symptomatic and disease-modifying

• Cure

Equity
• Not discussed

• Discussed but not relevant

• Some relevance

• Main focus


